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Keep on being a success
Irving Berlin said, “The toughest thing about success is that you’ve got to keep on being a
success.” We find success in education when we identify objectives and focus or bend our efforts to those
overriding considerations. The percentage of gross national product spent on education has grown and
will continue to escalate because of the complicated world we inhabit. New science and technology
attendant with perceived needs is the hallmark of the education world today. Pitsco Education has
pursued and led while enjoying the strides to make progress toward the science and technology goal line.
Pitsco stimulates the sciences in the areas of force and motion with the Heat Expansion Gauge, a tool for
physics that measures metal expansion, and the Steam Engine Kit that enables students to build a
working steam engine. Solar energy may be explored with Pitsco’s Solar Oven Kit or Solar Oven Pack
that demonstrate heat gain, heat loss, and thermodynamics. This curriculum is exemplary when students’
interest in math is low or they struggle to understand story problems. The path to educational success
requires the ability to acquire funds with which to purchase these great solutions, so here are a few
avenues you might traverse toward that end.

Gladys Brooks Foundation
The purpose of the foundation is to provide for the intellectual, moral, and physical welfare of the
people of this country by establishing and supporting nonprofit libraries, educational institutions,
hospitals, and clinics.
More: http://www.gladysbrooksfoundation.org/application.html

Bill Graham Memorial Foundation
The Bill Graham Memorial Foundation seeks to assist those whose needs are oftentimes not
served by larger philanthropic organizations. The mission includes education and outreach programs.
More: http://www.billgrahamfoundation.org/mission.html
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William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
The foundation’s programs have ambitious goals that include helping to reduce global poverty,
limiting the risk of climate change, and improving education for students in California and elsewhere.
More: http://www.hewlett.org/about-us

Eli and Edythe Broad Foundation
The foundation works to ensure that every student has the opportunity to succeed.
More: http://www.broadfoundation.org/
***

Teacher’s Pet
(grant tip geared specifically toward teachers’ smaller projects)

Ezra Jack Keats Mini-Grants
The organization supports creative programs implemented by students with the
cooperation and assistance of their teachers.
More: http://www.ezra-jack-keats.org/how-to-apply-for-a-minigrant/
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